Synthesis and Characterization of Co Doped Nickel-Manganese based Spinel-Layered Mixed Structure as Cathode Active Materials
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LiCoO₂ is a most popular cathode material in lithium battery industries. But the high cost and toxicity of cobalt have drawn attention to find alternative materials. Manganese of various alternative materials has been highly considered as alternative because it is environmentally friendly and inexpensive. For the lithium ion battery applications in medium and large-scale energy devices, a new active material with structural stability and high capacity is essential. So, in this study, we have synthesized spinel–layered mixed structured composite oxides based on Mn–Ni, with stable structure and high capacity for Li ion battery cathodes. The materials were synthesized and characterized for its structural and electrochemical properties. We used a batch type reactor equipped with a teflon-type impeller at a stirring speed of 150~400rpm for material synthesis. Initially, we synthesized the transition metal precursor using co-precipitation method. We then synthesized the spinel–layered mixed structure by mixing the synthesized precursor with the lithium precursor by calcination. But on battery cycling, after 50cycle, Co undoped sample exhibited very low stability with capacity maximum of approximately 90mAh/g. We also synthesized Co-doped (Co-composition x=0.05, 0.15, 0.25) transition metal precursor using solid state method. Then again by using previous method we synthesized the spinel-layered mixed structure by mixing the synthesized co-doped precursor and lithium precursor by calcination. The transition metal precursor showed MnCO₃ (rhodochrosite, R-3c, JCPDF 44-1472) structure and the final material showed spinel and layered mixed structure which was confirmed with XRD. Electrochemical properties were tested at a current density of 0.2mA/cm² within a potential range of 2.0V~4.9V using a 2032 coin type lithium cell. All samples showed the spinel–layered mixed characteristic charge–discharge curves and Co doped sample synthesized at Co composition x=0.15 showed highest stability with capacity maximum of 220mAh/g.